# Editorial introduction

## Papers

Non-union worker representation and the closure of establishments: German evidence on the role of moderating factors  
*Uwe Jirjahn*

Delivering better forms of work organization: Comparing vocational teachers in England, Wales and Norway  
*Caroline Lloyd and Jonathan Payne*

## Special Section: Guest edited by Jan Ch Karlsson

Introduction to special section: Looking good and sounding right: Aesthetic labour  
*Jan Ch Karlsson*

Soft skills and employability: Evidence from UK retail  
*Dennis Nickson, Chris Warhurst, Johanna Commander, Scott A Hurrell, Anne Marie Cullen*

Aestheticising retail workers: Orientations of aesthetic labour in Australian fashion retail  
*Richard Hall, Diane van den Broek*

Aesthetic and athletic employees: The negative outcome of employers assuming responsibility for sickness benefits  
*Henrietta Huzell, Patrik Larsson*

Managing the semiotics of skin tone: Race and aesthetic labor in the fashion modeling industry  
*Elizabeth Wissinger*

Putting on a good face: An examination of the emotional and aesthetic roots of presentational labour  
*Susan D Sheane*